ABSTRACT Word vector and topic model can help retrieve information semantically. However, there still are many problems: 1) antonyms share high similarity when clustered through word vectors; 2) vectors for name entities cannot be fully trained, as name entities may appear limitied times in specific corpus; and 3) words, sentences, and paragraphs, sharing the same meaning but with no overlapping words, are hard to be recognized. To overcome the above problems, this paper proposes a new vector computation model for text named s2v. Words, sentences, and paragraphs are represented in a unified way in the model. Sentence vectors and paragraph vectors are trained along with word vectors. Based on the unified representation, word and sentence (with different length) retrieval are experimentally studied. The results show that information with similar meaning can be retrieved even if the information is expressed with different words.
I. INTRODUCTION
Effective text semantic understanding can improve the intelligence level of smart systems, such as voice Assistant of Google, siri of Apple, 'little E' of Huawei, 'Dumi' of Baidu. Text semantic understanding can also contribute to question and answer, information retrieval, language translation, and language generation systems. Increased attention has been paid to this research area. However, less attention has been paid to how to compute similarity of imbalanced corpus. Such as text 'RNN can deal with s2s problems' and 'Recurrent Neural Networks are for handling sequential data' which have different length but carry similar meaning. In this paper, we try to solve this problem through deep learning technologies.
Text processing in semantic understanding can be divided into three levels, namely word, sentence, and article level. In previous work, the three levels were processed independently. In word level, word vector [1] - [4] is calculated to get the semantic meaning. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architecture has been employed to understand spoken language [5] after the architecture was implemented on theano [6] , where text is regarded as special sequence data. In sentence level, linear combination of word vectors is employed. Other methods, such as Recursive Autoencoder with Dynamic Pooling [7] , are designed to calculate the similarity of sentences. In paragraph or higher level, such as article, topic models are popular, such as Mixture Multinomial Model [8] , Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) model [9] , Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] , and Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) [11] , [12] . Mixture Multinomial, PLSI, and LDA models need to set the topic number in advance while HDP can set the topic model adaptively. These models along with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [13] model and Recurrent Neural Network [14] have been widely employed in language translation [15] , sentiment recognition [16] , image caption generation [17] , which have achieved great improvement. There are also some other progresses, such as the cold-start item selection employing sentinel user selection [18] , matrix approximation problem [19] - [21] , personalized key frame recommendation [22] , cross-modal retrieval approach based on discriminative dictionary learning [23] , and embedding or embedding space problem [20] , [24] . However, few have paid attention to the sematic mining for text in different levels. Despite current reseach progress in this area, many challenges remain.
A. DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS SHARE THE SAME SEMANTICS
For instance, the sentences 'Xiao Ming hates winter' and 'Xiao Ming is tired of winter' have similar meaning while using different words. Dictionary based approaches can solve the problem through exhaustive methods. However, this becomes less effective when faced with large corpus. Consequently, recognizing words or pharses that share the same meaning is still challenging.
B. SIMILAR EXPRESSIONS BUT CARRY DIFFERENT SEMANTICS
For instance, 'Xiao Ming likes winter' and 'Xiao Ming hates winter' share similar words but carry different meaning. Only one word 'likes' and 'hates' is different in the two sentences. Another example is 'I am up for it' and 'I am down for it'. In these situations, the meaning of the two sentences is opposite to each other even though most of the words are the same. Consequently, we need to find effective method to find these differences.
C. IMBALANCED EXPRESSIONS OF THE SAME MEANING IN DIFFERENT LEVELS
Word information is limited when compared with article information. The information carried by a sentence is between that of a word and an article. Semantics in word level can be easily matched but hard to be recalled as users just use different word to express the same meaning. Semantics in sentence level carries a single topic with its context. Semantics in article level is complex with multiple topics and complicated structures. As a result, the information retrieval among these three levels is one obstacle that impedes the development of natural language understanding. Imbalance text in this paper means text with various length.
To address the problems, the following analysis and modeling are proposed. First, compute word vector, which is the basic part for other calculations. To calculate the word vector, implicit expression of word is employed. Then, similarity, relevance, and inverse relationship between words can be mined through word vector.
Sentence, paragraph, and even article can be represented effectively if the word vector works. Current word vector calculation models contain CBOW [1] , [2] , Skim-Gram [1] , [2] , and Glove model [3] , [4] . These models are designed to employ a corpus to find scalable relations of words. However, the effectiveness of these methods is limited as natural language is infinite. Additionally, rule-based methods exhibit high accuracy, but the scalability is poor. This paper proposes a self-adaptive method to improve the result of word vector by combining word embedding method and rules in a specific domain.
Furthermore, this paper proposes a method to calculate text vector, and include sentence, paragraph, and document level. The similarity of imbalanced text can be found through unified expression. Based on this method, text can be matched even at different levels. Documents can be retrieved by sentence or paragraph. The flow chart is shown in fig 1. This paper is orgnazed as follows. Implicit expression of text is introduced in next section. Word vector leanring based on implicit text expression is described in section 3 and section 4. Sentence vector calculation is given in section 5. Finally, experiment and conclusion are shown in section 6 and section 7 respectively.
II. IMPLICIT EXPRESSION OF TEXT
Different person tends to choose different words to express their opinions. For instance, two words are different in sentences 'Wang loves summer' and 'Wang likes summer'. There are also two different words in sentences 'Wang loves summer' and 'Wang hates summer'. It is hard to distinguish the three sentences in syntax structure, as only two words are different in every two of these sentences. However, if synonym dictionary and specific part of speech are employed to implicitly express synonym, the confusion may be eliminated. As a result, the first step is to choose suitable synonym dictionary.
A. IMPLICIT EXPRESSION THROUGH SYNONYM DICTIONARY
Wordnet is one of authoritative dictionaries in English. Hownet and HIT IR-Lab Tongyici Cilin (Cilin for short in this paper) are two famous synonym dictionaries in Chinese. Cilin is employed in this paper to express words implicitly. Words with multiple meanings, which appear more than once, are not expressed implicitly. The procedure is illustrated as fig 2. Step1: Load Cilin and store the Cilin with Trie structure. Trie can organize words efficiently to make retrieval fast. The implicit expression symbols exist as attributes of leaves in Trie.
Step 2: Navigate the corpus and find the word implicit expression in Trie. If a word in the corpus cannot be found in the Trie, then keep the original expression. If the word in corpus can be found in the Trie, then the symbol of the corresponding word leaf is used to replace the original expression as implicit expression. For instance, an implicit expression in the sentences 'Wang loves summer' and 'Wang likes summer' is rewritten to 'Wang #Gb09A01 summer'.
Once the corpus is expressed implicitly with the help of the synonym dictionary, the sparsity of corpus is reduced, and the compactness of corpus is improved. The complexity of later calculation is mitigated.
B. IMPLICIT EXPRESSION THROUGH PART OF SPEECH
Generally, large amounts of entities exist in corpus while a specific entity appears only countable times. The more often a word appears, the more accurate of the corresponding word vector can be trained. In this way, entities cannot be trained fully if they appear too less times. Consequently, the effect of word vector for name entities need improvment. In this paper, name entities are expressed implicitly using part of speech when user do not care too much about the meaning. This idea can be employed for information extraction and pattern extraction. Instantly, 'Weather of Tianjin is good today' and 'Weather of Beijing is good today' share the similar meaning with two location names, the sparsity can be reduced if the meaning of the location name entity can be ignored. Then the two sentences can be expressed implicitly and unified as 'Weather of #ns is good today'. During the process, if the meaning of some entities should be paid attention to, then do not express them implicitly. Moreover, number is another kind of entity which contributes to the sparsity of corpus. Therefore, digit can be expressed implicitly in case that numbers is not important for the corpus.
Entities that are expressed implicitly in this paper include position words (nd: left, right), person name (nr), organization name (nt), location name (ns: Beijing, Haidian District), time (t), other name (nz: Nobel prize), and digital (q). Hence, it can reduce the lexical dispersion and improve the quality of word vector training. The working process is illustrated as follows:
Step1: Select the part of speech to be implicitly expressed.
Step2: Design suitable implicit expression, such as #nd, #nh, #ni, etc.
Step3: Navigate the vocabulary of the corpus and express the corresponding word with designed symbol.
The implicit expression through synonym dictionary and the implicit expression through part of speech can reduced the sparsity of corpus. Such as 'Wang #Gb09A01 summer' can be expressed as '#nr #Gb09A01 summer'. After above two steps, corpus is newly expressed, and words left are compact which can facilitate later training.
III. WORD VECTOR LEARNING BASED ON IMPLICIT EXPRESSION
An implicitly expressed corpus vocabulary is indicated as Emb = {emb 1 , emb 2 , . . . , emb n e }, where n e is the vocabulary size, emb i is word vector of the i − th word. RNN is employed to calculated word vector in the following steps. In the network, emb i ∈ R d e means the dimension of word vector is d e . Input of the RNN network is designed as the concatenation of word vector within window size. Suppose the window size is cs, then the input is x t ∈ R d e * cs . Output s t ∈ R n e is one-hot vector with the dimension of n e . w x ∈ R (d e * cs)×n h is the connection between input and hidden layer, and b x ∈ R n h is the corresponding bias. w n l l ∈ R n h ×n h is the connection between hidden layers. w n l h ∈ R n h ×n h is the connection between hidden layer of previous moment and current moment. w ∈ R n h ×n e indicates the connection between hidden layer and output layer. b n l l ∈ R n h , b h ∈ R n h , b ∈ R n e are the corresponding bias. The process is illustrated in Fig 3. The tuning process of parameters is divided into forward and backward process. Forward process gets the prediction result, and backward process adjusts the parameters until convergence. The input is the concatenation of the word vector in window size, and the output is the one-hot representation of next word outside the window. Suppose window size is set to be 3, then training of the sentence 'Weather of #ns is good today' is organized as follows table 1. Words in the window size are regarded as the input sequence, and the next words of window content are considered as output sequence. Training set is formed to get word vector to mine the intrinsic traits of words. The following part will demonstrate how the forward and backward process works.
A. PREDICTING PROCESS BASED ON WORD IMPLICIT EXPRESSION
The forward process is used to calculate the output (corresponding one-hot vector) of given word vectors. The process is divided into three types, namely, the connection between the input layer and the hidden layer, the connection between the hidden layers, and the connection between the hidden layer and the output layer. The input data of each layer are calculated by the output, weight and bias of the former layers. Finally, the loss function is constructed according to the output of the output layer. The detailed calculation process is as follows.
1) RELATION OF INPUT LAYER AND THE HIDDEN LAYER
The input layer represents the vector corresponding to the words in the given window, and the input vector connectes to the first hidden layer. The relation of the two layers can be illustrated as:
Where f() is the activation function. Suppose the activation function is set to be sigmoid function, then h
h ) . The hidden layer is composed of two parts information, input information and memory information.
2) RELATION OF HIDDEN LAYER AND HIDDEN LAYER
There are two kinds of relationships between hidden layers. The first kind of relationship exists in the hidden layers with the same level and adjacent moments; the second kind of relationship exists in the hidden layers with the adjacent level and the same moments. Considering the two kinds of relations, the relation between the hidden layers can be calculated as:
The variable keeps the same meaning with former description.
3) RELATION OF HIDDEN LAYER AND OUTPUT LAYER
The relationship between the hidden layer and the output layer is determined by the specific settings. The one-hot vector is set to be the output in this paper and the softmax function is chosen as the classifier. Then the relationship between hidden layer and output layer is:
Where softmax function is s i t = 
4) LOSS FUNCTION
Assuming the expectation of output is the i − th vocabulary, then the closer of the i − th result to 1, the better, due to mutual exclusiveness of softmax function. In other words, the higher of s i t , the better. The loss can be calculated as:
For now, the data from the input layer to the output layer of the entire process is introduced. Each input data will be calculated to get the corresponding output, and the loss. The loss function is used to optimize the parameters in the backward parameter optimization process.
B. TUNING PROCESS OF WORDS BASED ON ITS IMPLICIT EXPRESSION
The backward process mainly depends on the specific activation function and the chain rule. The parameters are optimized layer by layer. The working process of parameter tuning is described as follows.
There are four steps before parameter optimization. They are preseting parameters, building network, building output data, and initializing word vector.
Step 1: Set the parameters, including window size cs, word vector dimension d e , hidden units number n_l, hidden unit dimension n_h, activation function.
Step 2: Build RNN network based on preset parameters.
Step 3: Build output data of sequences.
Step 4: Initialize word vectors.
Step 5: Optimize parameters. The parameters need to be saved during certain time interval to make sure continuous optimization. The tuning process works in iterations. During each iteration, all parameters are updated to fit the corpus.
IV. HIERARCHICAL WORD VECTOR COMPUTATION BASED ON IMPLICIT EXPRESSION OF WORDS
Sparsity of data can be effectively reduced through the above process. However, there are still two problems. The first problem is that the dimension of the output layer may be high for example tens of thousands which needs lots of computation. The second problem is that the differentiation of words, which share similar meaning and opposite meaning, is limited. If the two problems are ignored, then the vector among opposite words may overlap. In order to solve the first problems, Huffman coding, as shown in fig. 4 , is employed to accelerate the learning of the word vector. Moreover, the loss function is adjusted to solve the overlap phenomena in the second problem.
A. TUNING PROCESS OF WORD VECTOR BASED ON HUFFMAN CODE
To improve the computation speed, Huffman encoding is added in the last layer to shorten the length of the output data. Assuming that the dimension of the original output data is 100, and the dimension is 1, then the h (nl)T t w i + b i needs to be calculated 100 times. The dimension is reduced to log 2 100 = 7 after Huffman encoding with every dimension range from 0 to 1, and logistic regression is employed to get the result of each dimension. Namely, h (nl)T t w i + b i need to be calculated 7 times after encoding.
1) THE CALCULATION OF THE LAST HIDDEN LAYER AND THE OUTPUT LAYER IS ADJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
The connection function is changed from softmax function to sigmoid function, with w = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . ,
with n H being the dimension after Huffman encoding.
2) THE LOSS FUNCTION IS ADJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
The closer each dimension is to the standard value, the better, as the value of each dimension is not mutually exclusive and each dimension is independent of each other. Consequently, the loss function is set to be:
The tuning process based on this loss function needs be adjusted correspondingly.
B. ENHANCED WORD LEARNING TO REDUCE OVERLAP
To improve the distinctiveness of mutual exclusion words, and to reduce the overlap of word vector, the loss function is further adjusted. Based on L t , it is adjusted to:
C(x t ) is word vector set in the same window. β emb i , emb j denotes the relevance of words, which is calculated as:
Where fre(emb i ) is the sentence number which contains emb i . fre emb i , emb j is the sentence number contains both emb i and emb j . This method can reduce the vector overlap phenomenon to a certain extent. However, the overlap phenomenon can hardly be reduced to zero due to the complex of semantics. Consequently, the method can be adjusted to fit different applications.
V. SENTENCE VECTOR REPRESENTATION BASED ON WORD IMPLICIT EXPRESSION
Sentence vector computation based on word implicit expression is beneficial to the mining of sentence patterns. The calculation method of sentence vector adds extra vector after the calculation method of word vector.
To meet the demand of real-time calculation, the working process is divided into three steps: the first step is calculating word vector through RNN; the second step is fine tuning the parameters of RNN; the third step is computing sentence vector based on the fixed parameters.
If the parameter optimization is independent of the word vector, the sentence vector is optimized while optimizing word vector. In the calculation, the sentence vector is shared by words belonging to the same sentence. The process steps are:
Step1: Set the parameters of the model, including the window size, dimension of word vector, dimension of sentence vector, number of hidden layers, dimension of hidden layer, type of the output layer, and the activation function.
Step2: Construct RNN network.
Step3: According to the expression of the output layer, the standard input and output data sets are constructed. Unique identifier is set to sentence and shared by words belonging to the same sentence.
Step4: Initialize word vectors, sentence vectors and parameters.
Step5: Optimize word vector, sentence vector and network parameters.
If the sentence vector is calculated after the word vector, then Step4 is changed to 'Initialize sentence vectors and parameters. Load word vectors'.
The parameters need to be saved to ensure continuous optimization after break. There is no essential difference between the two ways. If word vectors have been optimized, then only sentence vector and network parameters related to sentence vector need to be calculated; this will improve the computation efficiency.
VI. EVALUATION OF SENTENCE VECTOR
Four datasets, legal instrument data, news data, news review data, and car review data, are used in the experiment. The specific information of the data is shown in table 2.
The content of the dataset ranges widely from daily life to national affairs in news and corresponding reviews. The news data is generated by practitioners. The content of news includes title, abstract, body. The review of news is written by the public with flexible content, large number of subjective words without fixed format. The content of most reviews is short. Reviews less than five words are removed in our dataset.
The legal instruments are filled out by practitioners with standardized format and expression regularity. A legal instrument contains cause of action, the claims, facts and cause or causes of dispute, etc. Here, each part is set to be one training data. The car reviews are mainly about private cars. The reviews are generated by practitioners or the public, containing both subjective and objective information. The source and length vary. Here, each review is set as one training data.
While constructing training data, the training data contains both sentences, short text, which ensures the application scope. Each one is seen as sequence. The calculation process is shown in previous sections. Fig 5 shows the loss trend of training process. The horizontal coordinate represents the iteration number. The vertical coordinate denotes the loss value. As car review data is comparatively less, the loss is sampled every ten training entries. The loss is sampled every one hundred training entries for the other three datasets. The dark line is the average loss of 50 sampled neighbors. It can be seen that the loss decreases with the training epoch increasing. Parameters of the network fit the data better and better during the training process.
A. WORD VECTOR EVALUATION IN SENTENCE VECTOR COMPUTATION MODEL
In the training process, we can feed the model pre-trained word vector in advance. Alternative way is calcutating the word vector along with the training process. In the experiment, we get the word vector through the second way after implicit expression.
Similarity of words can be calculated based on implicit expression. The calculation result of dataset 'Car Review' is illustrated in table 3. The meaning of the implicit expression has been given in the remarks. 'kW', 'kw', 'kw', and 'KW' show high similarity during the process.
Similarity of words are designed as cosine similarity, namely, emb i * emb j |emb i | * |emb j | . Fig 6 denotes the similarity network with nodes being words, and relation being similarity. Weight 
B. SENTENCE VECTOR EVALUATION
Sentence vector is calculated in relation to word vector. The expectation is that sentences with the same meaning are assigned with similar vector. This paper ranks sentences based on the similarity to evaluate the results. The evaluation of the sentence vector is divided into three processes. Select a specific sentence as the target sentence randomly. Extract similar sentences based on the similarity. Finally label the sentences manually.
In the evaluation process, 20000 legal documents data were taken as example. Six queries are selected randomly as retrieval cases. The top 200 sentences which are most similar to the target are saved. Three kinds of labels are designed. Label '2' means high similarity. Label '1' means the sentence and the target share the same structure, but the meaning is less similar. Label '0' means the sentence and the target share different meaning. Word number of the target sentence are 13, 15, 39, 20, 72 , 79, which diverse. Fig 8 shows the marked result of sentence. Horizontal axis is the order of sentences descending by similarity. Vertical axis is the label of samples. In the real data, long sentences carry more complex meaning compared with short sentences, and the retrieved data is similar to the target on some specific aspects. Based on the labeled data, scores of the result are calculated cumulatively. Specifically, it is assumed that the ideal label of each sentence is '2', i.e. high similarity. The score is obtained by the proportion of actual accumulated label number to accumulated ideal label number. For instance, if the actual accumulated actual label number is 17, and the accumulated ideal label number is 20, then the score is 17/20 = 0.85. The calculation focuses on the relevance of top sentences. The higher the scores, the better for top sentences. Table 4 lists the scores by segment, and the last row is the average score of the six cases.
We also compared our result with other methods, TFIDF, RP, LSI, LDA, HDP. Topic number of LSI and LDA is set to be 100. The method proposed in this paper is named s2v. We calculate the average score of other methods and list the scores in table 5. It can be seen that in top 10 sentences, s2v has the best performance.
In addition, the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [25] is employed to evaluate the effect. The formulation is: where Z n is the score of ideal order. r(j) is the label of sentence. Labels in this paper are set to be three levels, '2', '1', '0'. The more similar the sentences order with ideal order, the higher the score. The score ranges from 0 to 1. If the actual order of the sentence is the same as the ideal order, then the score will be 1. NDCGi denotes the score of top i sentences. The scores are shown in table 6. The result shows our method has better result when compared with other methods.
VII. CONCLUSION
Text is one kind of sequatial data with words being the elements. This study deals with the imbalance problem of sequential text semantics from different perspectives. Based on the implicit expression of corpus employing synonym dictionary and POS features, sentence and word vectors are learned. The sentence vector is calculated combining all the information in the sentence, no matter how long the sentence is. Specifically, this study focuses on solving the problem caused by the diverse expression of the same semantics, to help solve the problem of similar expression but different semantics, and to express the semantics of the imbalanced text. Words with similar or related meaning are clustered together based on the learning result. Meanwhile, sentence vector of RNN can reduce the sparsity of semantics. The experimental results show that performance of the method proposed in this paper is better than tfidf, rp, lsi, lda and hdp. The proposed sentence vector calculation method can search the different expressions of the similar meaning, which overcomes the traditional semantic expression depending on words.
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